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STUDIES OIT ~HE IRRITABILITY OF THE REFLEX ARC 
IIJ THE SP II TAL. FROG. 
Introductory. 
The calibration of the inductorium by I.Iartin (1) in 
1911 has made ~ossible, not only the accurate measure of 
the physiological intensity of induction shocks, but a 
statement of the value of th~se stimuli in units which 
can be used as standards .of comparison, or be duplicated 
in any laboratory. The completion of the calibration is 
so recent that only a small amount of data has been ob-
tained re,e:;ardins the irritability of various tissues. 
I.Tartin ( 2) has applied his method chiefly to the deter-
mination of sensory thresholds under varying conditions. 
Porter (3) has studied the variations in the irritabili-
ty of the reflex arc in the spinal cat under normal con-
ditions, in asphyxia, and under the influence of strych-
nine. lJo observations tal{en by the Uartin method have 
been reported on the threoholds of electrical stimulation 
for reflexes in cold-blooded animals under similar con-
ditions. It is of biolocical interest to know whether 
the threshold for the flexion reflex, for example, is of 
the same order of mafnitude in the frog and in the cat. 
Part I contains a cenoral description of the ilartin 
method and its application to the study of reflex irrita-
bility in the spinal frog, with a view of supplying stan-
dards of comparison with similar tissues in warm-blooded 
animals. 
In Part II the effect of changes. in temperature on 
the irritability of the flexion reflex arc has been deter-
mined and compared with the threshold of peripheral nerve-
muscle preparations subjected to the sa~e experimental 
·conditions. The results are interpreted with respect to 
the "All or Hothine;" principle demonstrated for nerve 
fibres by Adrian (4). 
2. 
PART I. 
Thresholds of electrical stimulation in the spinal frog 
as determined by the l.Iartin nethod. 
IlTTRODUCTIOH 
There have been very few quantitative studies on 
reflexes, due probably, to a lack of an accurate method 
for measuring stimuli. Bereman (5) in a study of the 
reflex activity of the frog in anaemia used a du Bois-
Raymond coil calibrated accordinG to Ficlc. To elicit 
reflex flexion he stimulated the· skin of the lee; or the 
central end of the sciatic. Pari (6) worked on the re-
lation of the strenc;th of stimulus to the heic;ht of re-
flex response in the free. The strength of stimuli 
were reported in terms of the distance of the secondary 
coil from complete coverins of the primary. Van Reekum. 
(7) used a condenser as a source of stimuli for reflexes 
in the froG, and ccnputed the values in centimeter-gram-
seconds. Sherrinston (8) has reported some observations 
on reflexes in the cat, statin~ the values of threshold 
stimuli in Kroneclccr units. 
1.ffiTHOD 
:;.:art in l.Iethod ( 9) 
Elcctromacnetic induction was first demonstrated 
by Faraday in 1831, and in 1837 Sturcecn cade the first 
physioloc;ical uoe of the phenomenon. Induction shocks 
3. 
have been usually chosen for artificial stimuli since 
that time because of the ease with which they can be 
used, and the slicht permanent change to the tissues 
~~ich they incur. As ordinarily used, there is no means 
of lmowinc their physioloe;ical value other than as weak, 
1!1.edium, and stronc;. Ficlc and I.ieyer ( 10) in 1869 used 
the method of chancinG the position of the secondary 
coil ITith reference to the primary, thus changinr; the 
i~tensity of the (break) shocks. So len~ as other con-
ditions were constant this method was accurate for a 
civen coil in a sin~le experiment. The calibration was 
carried out by insertinG a galvanometer in the secondary 
circuit and observinc the deflection caused by making or 
brealdng a known primary current. By usinr::; two coils 
in series with ~ galvanometer, Kronecker, in 1871, cali-
brated the entire length of the slide on the basis of a 
thousand units. The method is purely arbitrary, depend-
inc on the chance difference of stimulating strength of 
the two coils, so that access to the originally calibrat-
ed coil is necessary for the calibration of other coils. 
~artin 1 s calibration is an extension of the Pick-
Kronecker method, the original coil being of standard 
size and simple construction, and from which, by :r:eans 
of a salvanometcr and a free muscle prepaPation to e;ivc 
equal ntimulatine; values, other coils have been calibrat-
ed. The method, furthermore, considers the secondary re-
sistance, and the method of applyine the electrodes. 
Its value lies in the etdvantac;e that the strenc;th of 
stimuli may be.expressed in terms which can be duplicat-
ed, or modified quantitatively at will. 
Two units are used in the I.i:artin method, .the Z unit, 
i7hich io valuable in expressing stir.mlatins otrength at 
tissue resistance, and the Eeta (~) unit ~1ich expresses 
the strength of the shock at zero resistance. 
l.I 
z X I 
L 
where I is the strencth of the primary current in am-
peres, and l;l is the calibration number for the coil, 
L 
in which L1 is the mutual inductance and L the product 
of the cross section by the number of turns of the sec-
ondary coil. 
The orisinal formulae for cor::puting B are 
(1) 
B = Z A 
R + A 
in which R is the resistance of the secondary circuit, 
including ceil and tissue resistance, and A is a con-
stant allcwins for the influence of current density. 
(2) 
.f.. = Zr R' - Zr R 
Zr' - Zr 
in which R is the same as in (1) and R' is the resistance 
of the secondary after added resistance has been included. 
Zr and Zr' are values of Z at resistances R and R' respec-
'1 
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tively. 
\7ilbur (6) hao shcrm that if the value for A in e-
quation (2) is substituted for A in equation (1) and the 
resultinc expression simplified, it becomes 
(3) 
B Zr R
1 Zr• R 
R' R 
Then by adoptine; the expedient of using additional known 
resistances in round numbers, as 10,000, 20,000, and 
30,000 ohms, the denominator in (3) becor::es simple and 
solution is facilitated by the use of a slide rule. 
Preparation Used. 
The preparation used has been the spinal free (Rana 
pipiens) which was r.1ade as fellows. A pi thine needle 
was inserted directly doYrnward at the occipi to-vertebral 
junction between the stull and the first vertebra. The 
point was moved quickly frow. side to side, thus cutting 
across the medulla. The needle was then pushed into the 
skull cavity and the brain completely destroyed. Very 
little bleedinG accompanied this procedure. The shock 
of the operation disappeared in about fifteen ninutes, 
when the animal took the characteristic posture of a 
spinnl free and reflexes could be easily elicited. 
During the period before recovery the froe; was pre-
pared for the r.:easurer::cnt of the threshold for the flex-
ion reflex, and for the threshold of a nerve-muscle 
preparation. 
The left hind-leg was in all cases used in the de-
termination of the reflex threshold. The sciatic nerve, 
which is D.ade up chiefly of the 7th, 8th, and 9th roots, 
is distributed to the main flexor and extensor muscles 
of the thiGh, the senimer,1branosus, rectns internus minor, 
and triceps femoris, before passinc along the dorsal sur-
face of the leg between the ileofibularis and the semimem-
branosus to be distributed to the gas~rocnemius, peroneus, 
and other ouscles of the lower lee;. An incision was 
made throu:h the skin on the dorsal side of the leg from 
the knee to the region of the pyriformis. A section of 
the sciatic nerve (H. ischiadicus) about 3 em. lone, ivas 
freed from the surroundinc tissue and a silk ligature 
tied just below the point of branching above the knee. 
Distal to this ligature the nerve was destroyed by crush-
ins. The nerve could then be lifted over the point of 
the electrode. The richt sciatic nerve was exposed and 
freed in a similar rr.anner. It was ligated hich in the 
thigh and crushed central to that point. 
Electrodes Used. 
The electrodes used in these experinents were modi~ 
fications of the "fluid electrodes" described by Lucas 
(11) which were desipned particularly to prevent current 
npread in nerve stinulation. These electrodes were used 
--------~ -- --- -~ 
7. 
Ficure 1. 
Arran~oment of apparatus for the use of the ilartin 
' ilethod. 1, source of direct current; 2, resistance 
box in primary circuit; 3, slide wire resistance for 
fine adjustment; 4, arnmetcr; 5, Martin mal-:c and break 
key with device for short circui tins raake or break 
shocks; 6, induction coil; 7, resistance box in sec-
ondary circuit; 8, wires to double-throw switch from 
i7hich two pairs of wires so to stimulating electl"'Odes. 
8. ::.... 
-
by Lucas to localize stimuli in nerves submerged in sea-
water, and they can be applied to the uncut nerve. The 
fundamental principle involved in the construction of these 
electrodes is that wherever the nerve is to be stimulated 
the sectional area of the solution around it io cut dorm 
to the sr:"allest posoible. tlhere the sectional area is 
large, the current spreads in the solution and the density. 
is low, but where the sectional area becomes suddenly 
small the current density rises and stimulation of the 
nerve at this point occurs. The diacrar:J..shoi7s the elec-
trodes vii th and without the cover C. The body of the 
electrode is made of hard rubber. At one end a slot D 
is cut i7hich passes throuch a circular depression E. 
In E lies a disc of platimn:1 connected by a v;ire in the 
electrode with the coil. Another disc of platinum F 
is placed on the body of the electrode and connects with 
the other pole of the coil. 'I'he cover C fits tightly 
over D and E, cutting down U1e sectional area of the 
fluid, ~1ile at F there is a free circulation of fluid. 
The cover can be raised by pressure on H. The nerve 
is put in the slot D and the cover is held in place by 
a rubber band and a short pin er.:bedded in the body of 
the electrode. Current passinG between F and E must 
paso throuch the slot D, and t~ere will be sharply de-
fined anodes or cathodes (dependinc on the direction 
of the current) where the sectional area chances. 
9·. 
,F 
E_(f lei, I -- I "'1m1 ~ 
I 
' D 
·················---------------------------------·-···-······~-·-·· 
Ficure 2. 
Keith Lucas' "fluid electrode". 
D, slot fer nerve; E and F, platinum discs; c, cover; 
G, rubber band; II, portion of the cover which may be 
depressed with the thumb, thus raisins the opposite 
end to allow t6e nerve to be slipped into the slot. 
10. 
Lucas ( 12) has shorm that in order to get a spread of 
current of 2 mm. alone the nerve the current had to be in-
creased fifty times the threshold value for the normal 
nerve, and to get a spread of 5 ~n. it had to be increased 
more than eighty times. This is pertinent to the present 
experir:.cnts, r1here the objection might be raised that 
tho responses obtained in the following experiments were 
not reflexes but Ylere dUO to direct stimulation Of the 
muscles or nerve endincs near the electrode points. In 
all cases the slot and the neighborinc; tissues \Vere over 
5 rom. apart. This point will be further considered below. 
Procedure. 
Preliminary to the measurement of the thresholds, 
the frog was suspended by its jai7s by r.·:cans of a femur 
clamp en a rinc; stand. The points of tl:.e electrodes 
were slipped under the nerves, the electrodes themselves 
beine supported by clamps from the sane stand. Thus the 
whole set-up could be moved by movin~ the stand, without 
disturbing ei thor the free or the adjustt:~.ent of the elec-
trodes en tho nerves. Free and electrodes were then 
placed in a glass jar of cold-blooded Ringer's solution, 
or in 0.7 por cent sodium chloride. 
An example of an actual experiment in which both 
Z and D were determined is siven below. In this case 
Z was obtained with three different amounts of secondary 
resistance for creator accuracy in obtaining B. 
.L.L· 
:Cxperinent IV. lTov. 30, 1915. The free; uas 
prepared as described above for the dcternina-
tion of the reflex threshold. The left sciatic 
nerve was placed in the slot of the electrodes. 
The prima~y current rras 1:1ade and broken by 
means of a ilartin key (13) ~1ich short-circuited 
the make shocks. The resistance in the primary 
circuit was adjusted so that 0.1 ampere passed 
throueh the prinary coil. The secondary coil 
was ·pushed out to the end of the scale·, and 
while .the current was repeatedly made and broken 
by the l<:ey the secondary coil was gradually 
moved toward the prinary. A point was reached 
where the sliGhtest perceptible ipsilateral 
flexion of the leg occurred in response to a 
breal~ shock, which 1:1arl~ed the threshold for 
the reflex. The secondary was at position 
21.5 em. A calibration table of values for~ 
for the inductorium used eave 78.7 for this 
position of the secondary. Then since Z = M I, 
L 
for this deternination Z becomes 78.·7 x 0.1, 
or 7.87. 
Then 10,000 ol1.r:ts additional resistance 
.were put into the secondary circuit by with-
drawins plu[s from the resistance box. Again 
the threshold vras deterr.;ined and the z calcu-
l " ~.~. 
1a ted from ~ was 19.7. Yli th 20,000 ohms in the 
secondary circuit the third value of Z was 34.3. 
The resistance of the nerve was determined 
by the Kohlrausch (14) method, and found to be 
2,000 ohms. The secondary ceil itself had a 
resistance of 850 ohns, givinG a total of 2,850 
olw.s in the secondary circuit for the first 
value of Z. 
Uith the values fer Z civen in Table I 
and the resistances, two values for B were cal-
culated according to the formula developed by 
\7ilbur: 
Zr = 7.87 
Zr R' - Zr• R B = ~---~---~~----
R' - R 
Zr• = 19.7 Zr 11 = 34.3 
R = 2,850 ohms R' 12,850 ohms R11 22,850 Ollr.lS 
B' = 7.87 (121850} - 19.7 ~21850} = 4.4 
10,000 
Avge. 4.3=B 
pll 
= 
7.87 (221850) - 34.3 (2.850) = 4.2 
.w 20,000 
13. 
14. 
TABLE I. 
Data necessary for the determinatiort of the strength 
of a stimulus in Z units and B units. 
Experiment 4. nov. 30, 1915. 
nesistance of secondary ceil 850 850 850 
II II the tissue 2,000 2,000 2,000 
Added resistance to secondary 0 10,000 20,000 
Total resistance 2,850 12,850 22,850 
Prinary current in anpercs 0.1 0.1 0.1 
Position Of secondary 21.5 17.3 15',5 
1.1 
L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 78.7 197 343 
z - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7.87 19.7 34.3 
--------------------------------------------------------
15. 
PREL HIIITARY :EXPERIUElTTS 
nature of the Response. 
Before making a series of threshold deterninations 
of the ipoilateral flexion obtained on sticulating the 
central end of the sciatic nerve, it ~as necessary to 
determine nith certainty that this response was a reflex. 
Two factors suggested that thio was a true reflex. 
Lucas (15) has reported that with the fluid electrodes 
a spread of current to tissue 5 ~~. distant could only 
be obtained by increasing the strength of the current 
80 times that of tl:e threshold stimulus. In all of 
these experiments the nei.c;hborin.c; tissue wan f11 om 5 to 
10 mLJ., distant from the slot in the electrode, and con-
sequently the chance of spread from threshold strengths 
would not be expected. The response obtained was al i7ays 
clear cut flexion resulting from contraction of the 
flexor muscles of the thich. If this response had been 
due to spread of current, with direct stinulation of 
nerve endinc;s or muscle fibres, one would expect an in-
• 
' 
definite, confused mixture of flexion and extension, with 
extension dominating, since both croupn of muscles were 
equidistant from the stimulated point on tho nerve. But 
;vhen the dorsal and ventral roots wore cut, or the cord 
pithed, tho response obtained Yli th increased strength of 
stimti.lus i7as alm1~7 s a co!:'.bination cf the contraction of 
bct:1 seta of r:mncles. 
TABLE II. 
Results of experiments to ahow that the response obtained 
from the stimulation of the central end of the sciatic is 
a reflex and is not due to current spread. 
----------------------------------------------------------
Date Ho. 
liov. 30, 1915 4 Before pithing 
(cord 
After II II 
Dec. 11, 1915 12 Before II II 
After II II 
Jan. 19, 1916 20 Before II II 
After II II 
Dec. 4, 1916 28 Before II II 
After II II 
Dec. 5, 1916 29 Before II II 
After II II 
Doc. 19, 1916 39 Before II " 
After II II 
r..esponse in 
Reflex Leg 
Z units 
9.4 
1176.0 
8.6 
236.5 
17.1 
1248·. 0 
34.3 
266.4 
10.5 
675.0 
7.7 
618.0 
1Terve-
Lluscle 
Response 
z units 
4·4 
4.3 
6.2 
5.9 
3.4 
3.5 
7.2 
9.7 
----------------------------------------------------------
16. 
Direct evidence vms obtained by deternininc the 
threshold of the response before and after cutting the 
spinal roots or pithing the cord, and also by comparinG 
the results obtained with the thresholds of the nerve-
muscle prepar-ation in the opposite leg subjected to 
the sa1:1e conditions. The results show that in order to 
obtain a.responsc after pithing the cord, tho stimulus 
had to be increased from 40 to 100 times. One is justi-
fied, then, in concluding that the ·clear-cut flexion ob-
tained at tho lower value is a reflex. The procedure of 
destroyinr; the cord at the end of the experiment was 
carr-ied out as a matter of routine in each experiment. 
A few of the results are civen in the Table II. 
RESULTS. 
Th~ results reported in Table III are the threshold 
stir:.mli in Z units and in B units for the flexion reflex 
and fer the nerve-muscle extensor preparations in spinal 
frogs prepared as described above. The determinations 
i1ave been L:ade at least fifteen minutes after pi thins, and 
usually before an hour had elapsed. 
The most important results are those of B for the re-
flex o.;.1d for tho nerve-r:msclo preparation. The thirty-
four values of E for t2:e reflex obtained from different 
anir.mls a:rorace 6. 9, and the thirty for the nerve-muscle 
17. 
18. 
TABLE III. 
Reflex Flexion Herve-muscle 
Do.te Interval after of hind lee - Extension of 
1915-1916 Pithing Bro.in ociatic. foot - sciatic 
H. I.I. z B E z B B z z 
''ncv. 24,1915 1.00 2.2 1.6 0.72 
ncv.30,1915 See note 0 .... 8.5 5.9 0.69 
Dec. 2;1915 0.15 5.8 3.1 0.44 3.5 1.5 0.25 
Dec. 5,1915 0.30 11.0 5.0 0.45 5.5 3.4 0.62 
Dec. 5,1915 0.10 14.6 10.6 0.73 
Dec. 6,1915 0.10 2.9 1.2 0.41 1.9 1.1 0.58 
Dec. 7,1915 0.30 4.7 2.3 0.49 3.0 1.7 0.57 
Dec.l0,1915 0.20 8.0 4.5 0.53 4.7 2.7 0.57 
Dec .. 11, 1915 0.10 4.9 3.6 0.73 3.4 1.8 0.53 
Dec.14,1915 0.20 12.2 6.4 0.52 4.5 2.6 0.58 
.,.Jan. 5,1916 0.15 9.5 5.7 0.60 
i'Jan. 5,1916 0.25 7.5 4.1 0.55 2.3 1.5 0.65 
s.J o.n. 5,1916 0.15 8.6 4.2 0.49 2.2 1.2 0.56 
Jan. 6,1916 0.15 27.0 17.8' 0.66 4.2 2.5 0.59 
Jan.17,1916 0.54 7.2 3.5 0.48 2.0 
Jan.19,1916 0.35 17.5 8.4 
Jan.19,1916 0.32 9.2 4.4 
Jan.20,191G 0.35 24.8 6.6 
Jan.20,1916 0.20 8.3 4.6 0.55 
Jan.25:191G 1.09 7.4 
Jan.26,191G 0.35 37.0 26.4 0.70 4.9 2.2 0.45 
Jo.n.26,1916 0.20 44.4 27.0 0.61 11.2 7.3 0.65 
Date 
1016-1917 
Jan.26,1916 
Dec. 4,1916 
Dec. 6,1916 
Dec. 6,1916 
Dec. 7,1916 
Doc. 7,1916 
Dec. 8,1916 
Dec.l4,1916 
Dec.l6,1916 
Dec.16,1916 
Dec.l9,1916 
Dec.l9,1916 
TA13LE III. (C.ontinued) 
Interval after 
Pi thing Brain 
H. 1:1. 
0.15 
0.20 
0.20 
0.15 
0.22 
1.10 
0.47 
0.45 
1. 05 
1.20 
0.55 
0.15 
Reflex 
Flexion 
Z B B 
z 
20.4 11.6 0.57 
25.9 12.9 0.50 
10.5 5.8 0.55 
7.2 3.5 0.49 
9.0 5.2 0.57 
15.8 9.4 0.59 
6.1 
6.6 
11.9 
3.0 
5.4 
4.4 
3.1 0.51 
4.4 0.67 
9.1 0.76 
2.0 0.67 
2.4 0.44 
3.3 0.75 
Average 1 All experiments 11.7 6.9 0.59 
Average 2 Omitting all 100~ 
froo Average 1 8.6 4.6 0.54 
Nerve-muscle 
Extension B 
Z B z 
5.3 3.4 0.64 
6.6 4.0 0.61 
3. 0 1. 0 0. 33 
3.4 2.1 0.62 
7.8 4.7 0.60 
9.9 5.2 0.53 
2. 4 1. 5 0. 62 
8 . 8 6 • 7 0 . 7.6 
5.1 3.0 0.59 
4.7 2.7 0.56 
4.3 2.5 0.56 
note 1: Platinum points; electrodes in air. 
llcte 2: Averap,c of 5 observations during one hour. 
Notes 3,4,5: Central. end of IX root (abdomen open). 
19 
preparation give an average of 4.7. The hicher threshold 
for the reflex is in accordance with other uell-knovm 
characteristics of tho reflex arc surr:..rnarized ·by Sherrington 
( lG) . 
The average value of Z for the reflex is 11.7, while 
that for the nerve-muscle preparation is 4.7. 
The calculation of B in many experimental procedures 
may become too tedious, and results stated in Z units may 
be sufficient for the purposes of tho experiment. It is, 
therefore, of practical importance to l{now the ra tic of 
B to Z for th6 tissue used, if the results are to be 
stated only in Z units. In the case of the reflex this 
value is found to average 0.59. For the nerve-muscle 
preparation it is 0.56. For the reflex the 3reatest devi-
ation is 0.09 or 16 per cent. In the case of tho·nerve-
muscle preparation, the greatest deviation is 0.31 per 
cent. The average deviation is 0.07 or 13 per cent. 
It will be noted that a few of the values for Z and 
B deviate mere than 100 per cent from the average. The 
frees which gave those extremely hiGh thresholds were 
always confined to ship::;ents of fross which had been de-
layed in transit from tho \lest, and had suffered exposure. 
It mai be pointed out, however, that the ratio of B to Z 
was very little altered in these cases. Here the greatest 
variation free tho average is only 0.11 or about 19 per 
cent. It soor:.1s jtwtifiablo, tllOrefore, to Otli t the values 
20. 
obtained fro~ these fross in ~aking corrected averages. 
The revised averages for Z and B for the flexion 
reflex are 8.6 and 4.7 respectively. For the nerve-
r.mscle preparation, in v:hich wide varia tiona were very 
few,· the corrected values of Z arid B are 4~3 and 2.5. 
The corrections have altered only sli[htly the ratio of 
B to z, which becomes 0.54 for the reflex, and remains 
0.56 for the nqrve-muscle preparation. 
l.Iartin ( 17) c;i ves 8.1 as the average B for 18 ob-
servations on the frog's (;astrocneoius stimulated dir,ect-
ly. He finds the ratio of B to Z to be 0.49, and the 
greatest deviation about 33 per cent. The average varia-
tion uas 15 per cent. 
Porter (18) reports tho averace·threshold stinulus 
for the flexion reflex. in the spinal ·cat (seventeen deter-
minations) \7as 5 .2, and fer the nerve-muscle preparation 
(fifty-two determinations) it was 2.3. He found the av-
erage ratio of B to Z to be 0.57, calculated from the com-
bined J•esul ts of reflex and nerve-ouscle preparation. He 
does not state these values separately. 
In ccmparinc the ·results or PDrtcr with those pre-
sentcd in this paper, one should consider that tl1e thresholds 
on the spinal cat ITcrc taken at 38° C. ~1ile those on the 
spinal frcs ucre taken at roc~ temperature from 15° c. to 
2C° C. As Part II will brine cut clearly, this difference 
21. 
of threshold mipht well be accounted for on a tempera-
ture basis alone. 
It is interestinc to compar•e the values reported 
here and those of I.Iartin and Porter, i7i th tho thresholds 
for sycpathetic responses in thci cat reported by 
I.Ienclcnhall (19). He found the thresholds for contraction 
of the pupil throur;h cervical sympathetic stimulation to 
be 5.7 Z units and 3.3 B units. The threshold for re-
traction of the nictitating membrane stimulated in the 
sa1:1C manner r1as G. 3 Z units and 3. 7 B units. For vaso-
constriction in the nasal vessels, elicited through the 
cervical sy~pathctic, he found the threshold to be 7.9 
Z units or 4.6 B units, and the ratio of B to Z in these 
observations i'ras 0. 58. 
The values 5. 7 Z, 6. 3 Z, 7. 9 Z obtained by I.Iendenhall, 
for autonomic thresholds, 5.2 Z .for reflex threshold in 
the cat reported by Porter, and 8.6 Z for reflex thresholds 
in the frog reported in this paper, arc sugcestive when 
compared with the threaholds for nerve-muscle preparations, 
as 2.3 Z by Porter fo~ the cat, and 4.3 Z in this paper 
for tho free. It is usually accepted as a fact that 
each synapse increases the·resistance to the pasoage of 
an in:pulse, al thcuch U!_') to the present the only quanti-
tative ev.idencc has been tLat presented by Sherrinl!,ton 
and Sorrton (20) and Porter (21). In the autonomic and 
reflex paths used at least one synapse is lmorm to cxi st. 
22. 
The results reported in'this paper, shouin8 a 
difference ~f 4.3 Z units, or 2.1 B units betueen re-
flex and nerve-muscle preparation, bear out Porter's 
observations i7hich sucp,est stron~jly that a certain 
amount of resistance lies in the synapse. liendenhall 
has planned to stimulate the cervical sympathetic beyond 
the superior cervical ganglion as a neans of obtaining 
further evidence on this point. 
sm.rr.r.ARY. 
1. The fluid electrodes of Lucas have been used to 
determine tho threshold stimuli for tho flexion reflex 
and for a nerve-muscle preparation in the opinal frog. 
Tho values are reported in the Z units and B units of 
I.Iartin. 
2. The avorac;e threshold stimulus for twenty-five 
determinations of tho flexion reflex in the spinal frog 
is 4.6 B units. For the nerve-muscle preparation the 
averaco threshold stinuluo fer twenty deterr:1inations is 
2.5 B units. 
3. Tho average threshold value in Z units for twenty-
eight doterninationo of the fle:-:ion reflex is 8.6; and 
for twenty-throe detorn:inations of the nerve-muscle 
preparation it is 4.3. 
4v. 
4. The avcrase ratio of B to Z for the reflex (thirty 
determinations) i~ 0.59. The avoraee deviation is 0.09 
or 16 per cent. The avoraee ratio of B to Z for the 
nerve-muscle preparation (tTienty-one determinations) is 
0.56. 
5. The values of threshold stimuli for the flexion 
reflex and for the nerve-muscle preparation support the 
view that the synapse is a point of resistance in the 
conduction path of a reflex arc. 
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PJI.RT II. 
Variations in Irritability of the Reflex Arc with 
Chan~es of Tecperature. 
IlJTRODUCTIOIT. 
The Martin method makes possible an exact study of 
the effects of various conditions on reflex thresholds. 
Since lGGO, when Kunde (22) came to the conclusion that 
reflexes were depressed by coolinc, the effects of changes 
of temperature on reflex irritability have been studied 
by many .investigators .. statements which are quite con-
flicting are found in the literature. Recently (1916) 
Van Leeuwen and Van der l.Iade (23) have reported that the 
optimum te;r,pera ture for reflex irritability in the "v7inter 
free lies at about 5° C., and 2° C. hit;her for the s1.m.mer 
frog. They find, in some cases, a second optimum around 
20° c. 
That there should be a disae;reenent about the effect 
of cold on reflexes might at first seen strange, when it 
is well known that coolinG depresses tho activity of pro-
toplasm (24). But the explanation of the varied results 
11ill probably be found in the means used in detertlininc 
the reflex irritability. The most co:c.mon method has been 
that of Turch, in which the foot of the fro.::; is dipped 
in acid and tllC ti;::o before its wi tl:drawal talcen as an 
index to tho reflex activity. Since the introduction of 
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induction coils into physioloc;ical work faradic stir.mli 
have been applied directly to the skin of the leg or foot. 
In both of these procedures the sensory end-organs are 
involved and slW.mation of otimuli is a chief factor. It 
is obvious that such methods cannot give as consistent 
results as one in which single break shocks of knovm in-
tensity are applied directly to the afferent nerve, and 
the threshold thus determined at various degrees of tem-
perature. 
But of perhaps greater physiol?Gical interest is 
the effect of change of temperature on the reflex threshold 
when it is compared with the threshold of a nerve-muocle 
preparation subjected to identical conditions. Shcrrington 
(25) has summarized the cl:aractoristic differences between 
conduction in nerve trunl~s and in refle:{ arcs. A:r::.onr; 
other differences, conduction in the reflex arc e~1ibits 
a c;rcator variation in threshold value of a stinmlus, a 
sreatcr fatigability, much croater dependence on blood 
circulation and oxygen, and a greate~ susceptibility to 
drugs. One mifht expect that coolin.c would also have a 
~reater effect on reflex arc conduction, in which synapse 
and cell body are concerned, than in nerve trunk conduc-
tion. 
I.Iany obocrvcrs worlcin~ in this field have failed to 
distincuish between a chanr:o of tor:.perature as a condi-
~(j. 
tion and a chanse of temperature as a stimulus. This is 
especially true of the early investigators. Heinzman (26), 
Goltz (27), Foster (28), and Sedgwick (29) were at one 
time concerned with the question of the effect of gradual 
application of heat on reflex excitability, as for example, 
when a decapitated frog was placed in a water bath and gradu-
ally heated. In this paper changes of temperature as stim-
uli will not be considered. 
The main objects of Part II are to present the re-
sults of a series of experiments in which the temperature 
was varied, and to consider these results in the light of 
the "All or nothing" principle. 
REVIE\7 OF THE LITEHATURE. 
As early as 1847 Brown-Sequard (30) reported sene 
general observations on the effect of temperature on the 
reflex activity of frogs. 
Kunde (31), 1860: studio~ the changes in reflex 
irritability in opinal frogs with changes of temperature. 
He found that a stimulus which will produce a response 
at a given temperature will no longer be effective if 
the frog is cooled. He further investigated the problem 
by means of strychnine. Fross under the influence of 
small doses of this drur lost their spasms when cooled. 
On warminc, these spasms reappeared. Larse doses he 
found cave an opposite effect. 
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Cayrade (32), in 1864 ·nade sene ceneral observations 
on temperature and reflex activity from ·,7hich he concluded 
that heat shortens the duration of reflex movements but 
increases their energy. 
In 1867 both Ueir-llitchell (33), workinc on the 
effects of cold on the cord of birds, and Richardson (34) 
who studied the effects of extreme cold on nervous func-
tions, came to the conclusion that freezins, if slow 
enouch, was always preceded by a period of increased ac-
tivity. Animals in which the brain had been frozen be-
haved like spinal animals. ~e no~ know that the increased 
reflex activity in these co~ditions is due to a lack of 
cerebral inhibition, and is not concerned with cold. 
Tarchanow (35), in 1871 found that on cooling the 
exposed spinal cord a depression of the tactile responses 
to ole place. But if the coolins .was carried on vri thout 
opening the spinal column, an increase in reflex excitabil-
ity occurred. These results are quite characteristic of 
much of this earlier work. In this case coolin[ nay 
possibly have acted as a stir::ulus when the skin was in-
tact. 
Archan~elsky (36) showed that packins in hot sand 
would raise the reflex excitability quite as :ouch as 
_ice packins. Here, no doubt, the increaecd activity 
must be considered as due to direct sti:r:mlation of the 
28. 
end-organs of the sl~in, which cbccured the effects of the 
chance of tewperature as a factor of environment. 
:Biedermann (37), 1900, reported that in Yrinter fro[!;s 
(Rana te~poraria), coolinc was accompanied by a marked 
rise in reflex irritability, and war:r:1ins by a depression 
of activity. At 30° C. and at 25° C. the animals were 
:wuch less responsive than at room ter.1perature. 
Githens (38), 1913, has repeated and extended Kunde's 
experiments on the action of strychnine at various tem-
peratures. He found that a given dose caused a longer 
period of spasms at 5° C. than at 31° C., and concluded 
that 5° C. is the optimwn temperature for this drug. 
Dut it seems doubtful that this greater duration.of ac-
tivity could be due to conditions in the cord determined 
by the temperature. One would rather believe that at 
low temperatures the drur; \vas elicinated cere slowly. 
Van Leeuwen and Vo.:1 der I.: a de (39), 1916, studied 
the influence of temperature on the reflex functions Of 
the cord in both warm and cold blooded animals prepara-
tory to some pharmocological studies. The spinal animals 
were r;;.a.cle two or three days previous to the observations 
and the reflexes \7ere olici ted by stir.mlatinc one toe 
uith breo.k checks. The strenGth of stimulus was modi-
fied by movinc the secondary coil of a Bowditch or a 
I~ro:neclcer inductOriUI:l. The strene;ths or stimulating 
current were reported in most cases by indicatins the 
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position of the secondary coil. No consideration of the 
tissue resistance was made. On increasing the tempera-
o 0 0 ture from 0 0. to 30 C., they found an optimum at 5 c. 
and then a c;radual falling off in responsiveness until 
30° C. , v:hen no reflexes could be obtained. In some cases, 
0 however, a second maxit1UF.l occurred around 20 C. Whether 
the procedure was ever reversed and the tecperature de-
o 0 
creased frot'l 30 C. to 0 c. is not reported. Nor is 
the duration of the experiments mentioned. Sedgwick (40) 
has reported that reflex activity in frogs suspended by 
the jaws and warmed is depressed because of stac;nation 
of the circulation. This takes place in thirty to forty 
minutes. Van Leeuwen and Van der l.Iade concluded that· 
the changes in reflex irritability are not influenced 
by r.1uscle ar2d nerve, since these tissues do not react 
to chances in temperature in the sarr;e manner as the cord. 
PROCEDURE 
In the followinc experiments the object rras to com-
pare the effect of changes of temperature on a reflex 
arc and a nerve-muscle preparation, when both were sub-
jected to identical conditions. The two responses 
differed only in that the reflex arc contained afferent 
nerve fibres, cell body, and synapse in t~e conductinG 
path in excess of the efferent fibres, motor ondinc;s, 
and muscle fibres ·11·hich were involved in both responses 
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alil\:e. Sensory end-organs i7ere excluded by stimulating 
the afferent trunk directly. Tcrr..poral sur,:ma tion of in-
adequate stimuli \7as avoided by using sinsle breal\: shocks 
Given at sufficiently lone intervals. The tissue resis-
tance was taken with the electrodes in place at the end 
of the experiment. 
The arrangement of apparatus was ~xactly the sa:t:le as 
that described in Part I. Different temperatures were 
obtained by transferrinG the set-up to'jars of fluid of 
various temperatures. Because of obvious difficulties 
in obtaining the temperature of the frog itself, this 
was not done as a matter of routine, but the temperature 
of the surrounding fluid was tal;:en. A few experiments 
showed that the teoperature of the frog as measured by 
·a thermometer inserted throuch the oesophac;us into the 
stomach b.ecame the sar.:e as that of the surrounding medium 
in about seven minutes. In any case threshold deterr:.ina-
tions were not made immediately after transferring the 
frog from one jar to another of different temperature, 
but oufficient ti1:1e rras allowed for a constant responne 
to be obtained. 
Experiment 33, Table IV, shows the rate at which 
the frog becomes of the sarne temperature as the surround-
in,: nedium. In order to exclude the possibility that a 
rine of threshold as the experiment proceeded mir;ht ob-
scure te=perature effects, the ternperature of the frogs 
31. 
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TABLE IV. 
Experiment 33. Dec. 8, 1916. 
Tice in ~1ich Free becomes of the sane temperature 
as the surrounding fluid. 
Time 
l0.30 
10.35 
10.37 
10.38 
10.40 
10.42 
10.44 
10.4G 
10.47 
From 
18.5° c. 
To Ten;.p. of Frop; 
11° c. 
go C. 
gO C, 
-----
12° c. 
15° c. 
16° c. 
17° c. 
----------------------------------------------------
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nas changed in various directions, as from low temperature 
to high, frc:u hi[;h to low to high, etc. These procedures 
eliminated time as a factor in the results. Yl11en the ex-
periment was started at a low te~perature the pithed frog 
was kept pack~d in ice fran half to three-quarters of an 
hour previous to the first determination. Although the 
threshold values in Z units are sufficient for these ex-
periments, for co~pleteness the data necessary fer calcu-
latinc B were scnetimes obtained; i.e., three values of 
Z at different secondary resistances for greater accuracy, 
and the tissue resistances. 
PRT:LIIHIIARY EXPERU!ENTS 
Before studying the effects of chanced conditions 
en the reeponses. involved it was necessary to find the 
variations \7hich mi_cht be expected under the conditions 
of the experiment at a given temperature. Sedcwick (41) 
has suggested that a suspended free loses .its reflex 
irritability after thirty or forty minutes especially 
if warmed. Such an effect.as this would obscure the 
effects of temperatures and tend to raise the reflex 
thresholds as the experiment proceeded. Several e.,._ ... 
periments were performed, tterefore, to test the con-
stancy of the reflex reeponse. 
The results of E:{perimont 1 are shc\'m in Fi:;ure 3. 
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Figure 3. 
Experiment 1, IIov. 23, 1915, to test the constancy of 
the flexion reflex thresholds. Platinum point electrodes 
used. Ordinate represents Z units; abscissa, time in 
minutes. Duration of experiment, 65 minutes. 
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Figure 4. 
Experiment 4, Irov. 30, 1915. Fluid electrodes used, 
ru1d the variations in Z units and B units plotted for 
a period of 53 minutes. Ordinate represents l~rtin 
Units; abscissa, time in minutes. Z-R, B-R are re-
flex thresholds in Z units and B units respectively. 
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PROTOCOL OF EXPERII:IElTT 4. Hcv. 30, 1015. 
Time 
2. 20 P .1.1. Drain pithed thrcuch foramen mar;num. 
2.25 II 
2.30 I! 
2.40 II 
Left sciatic nerve exposed. 
Lucas electrodes applied to central end 
of sciatic. 
Preparation icmcrsed in cold-blooded 
Ringer solution at 20° Centigrade. 
Primary current 0.1 anpere. 
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Time Tissue resist. 10,000 ohms 20,000 ohms 0 ohms 
and ceil added added 
Coil I.i L z Coil 
7< ... 
L z Coil Ll L z B 
2.43 21.5 78.0 7.8 17.3 197 19.7 15.5 343 34.3 4.3 
2.50 21.3 81.6 8.2 17.4 190 19.0. 15.5 343 34.3 6.0 
3.00 20.5 05.0 8.5 
3.10 21.3 80.4 8.0 17.1 209 20.9 15.7 319 31.9 6.4 
3.25 21.0 86.0 8.6 17.0 216 21.6 15.6 331 33.1 6.1 
3.40 20.4 97.0 9.7 16.9 222 22.2 15.5 343 34.3 7.2 
Averar;e -- 8.6 6.0 
The ,ereatest deviation from the averac,:e fer Z in Experi:cent 
4 was 1.1 or 12.8 per cent, while the averar;e variation 
I'TaS only 0.6 or 7 per cent. ForB the r:1aximum variation 
fro:c the mean was 1.7 or 28 per cent, while the averace 
variation r.as 0.60 or 10 per cent. The ratio of B to z 
was O.G9. 
In this experiment, class shielded platinum point 
electrodes of the Sherrincton type were applied to the 
central end of the cut sciatic, and an ipsilateral 
flexion reflex was obtained. 
In Experiment 4 the fluid electrodes were used 
and the constancy of the reflex followed for fifty-
three minutes, a much loncer period than the duration 
of any of the subsequent experinents on the effects 
of tecperature changes. In Exp~riment 4 both Z and 
E were obtained. The accocpanyinr protocol and Ficure 
4 show that within an hour the reflex thresholds are 
fairly constant at a given te~perature. 
RESULTS. 
The fir:ures presented in Table V show clearly 
two important points. First, coolinE increases the 
thresholds for both reflex and nerve-muscle response, 
iihile warminc produces the reverse effect. Second, 
the reflex ti:reshold is affected to a much greater de-
cree than the nerve-muscle threshold by changes of 
temperature. 
The first conclusion is to be expected from the 
ceneral effect of lowering the te~perature on biolog-
ical processes, and the values obtained in these ex-
periments without exception support thin law. A few 
35. 
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TADLE V. 
Results of Eleven Experiments to Cor.,pare the Effect of 
Chant:,e of Temperature on Reflex and Herve-!.~uncle Threnholds. 
REFLEX HERVE-l.fl.JSCLE 
Date Time Temp. z Chanr;e B Change z Change B Change 
c. 
12/11/15 11.10 18° 4.9 3.5 3.4 ... 1.8 
11.35 60 10.7 5.8 8.6 5.3 4.5 1.1 2.4 0.6 
12.00 16° 8.6 2.1 6.9 1.7 4.4 0.1 2.9 0.5 
12/14/15 10.30 18° 12.0 6.4 4.4 2.5 
10.45 50 38.0 26.0 17.1 10.7 7.2 2.8 3.6 1.1 
ll. 00 16° 22.5. 15.5 13.7 3.4 6.5 0.7 3.4 0.2 
1/5/16 2.25 20° 7.5 4.1 2.3 1.5 
2 ."37 60 14.4 6.9 7.7 3.6 2.7 0.4 1.6 0.1 
2.55 19° 10.3 4.1 5.0 2.7 3.1 0.4 1.9 0.3 
l/17/i6 3.35 50 25.4 ... 18.0 3.0 
3.44 16° 7.8 17.6 3.8 14.2 2.0 1.0 
3.49 16° 7.2 0.6 3.5 0.3 1.8 0.2 
3.57 30° 2.3 4.9 1.5 0.3 
1/19/16 5.04 50 24.0 11.2 
5.10 17° 17.5 6.5 8.4 2.8 
1/19/16 2.25 50 24.0 ... 9.9 
2.35 15° 15.6 8.4 5.9 4.0 
2.45 24° 9.2 6.4 4.4 1.5 
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TABLE V. (Continued) 
' 
Date Time Terup. z Change B Change z Change B 
Cha!J03. 
c. I 
1/20/16 2.25 50 58.8 7.9 
2.30 1"'0 0 30.2 28.6 6.5 1.4 
2.40 25° 24.8 7.4 6.6 0.1 
2.48 50 58.8 34.0 8.1 1.5 
2.59 30° 22.2 36.6 6.5 1.6 
1/25/16 4.15 16° 17.1 16.6 
4.32 80 20.4 3.3 17.1 0.5 
4.39 32° 7.4 13.0 14.4 2.7 
1/26/16 10.10 18° 49.7 5.2 ... 
10.19 r::O Q 62.4 12.7 8.5 3.3 
10.30 18° 40.8 21.6 6.7 1.8 
10.43 30° 35.5 5.3 6.6 0.1 
12/7/16 9.52 20° 10.5 5.2 7.8 4.7 
10.08 60 24.7 14.2 16.3 11.1 11.4 3.6 6.2 1.5 
10.22 20° 18.5 6.2 9.8 6.5 10.9 0.5 6.5 0.3 
12/7/16 2.44 40 18.5 10.5 
2.53 18° 12.5 6.0 9.9 0.6 
3.07 70 26.9 14.4 ... 11.2 1.3 
3.18 18° 15.3 11.6 10.7 0.5 ... 
fisures ~ill serve to illustrate this point. In the exper-
o iment of Dec. 11, 1915, a fall of temperature from 18 C. 
to 6° C. was accompanied by a rise of the reflex threshold 
from 4.9 Z to 10.7 Z, 3.5 E to 8.6 B, or a rise of about 
130 per cent. The expe.riment of Dec. 7, 1916, showed an 
increase of the refl~x threshold from 10.5 Z to 24.7 z, or 
2 1 3 d 11 fro~ ?Oo C. 5. B to 6. B,cause by a fa of temperature -
to 6° C. The chanr.;e here was about 170 per cent. The ef-
feet of a rise in teraperature vras shown strildn:=ly in the 
0 
experiment of Jan. 17" 1916, when a chane;e fro~n 5 C. to 
30° C. caused a lowerin~ of the reflex threshold from 25.4 Z 
to 2.3 Z, or 92 per cent. The nerve-muscle threshold in 
the same experiment fell from 3.0 Z to 1.5 Z or 50 per cent. 
A rise in the nerve-muscle threshold was shovm in the ex-
pcriment of Dec. 14, 1916, ~1en a fall of .temperature from 
18° C. to 5° C. caused a change from.4.4 Z to 7.2 z, about 
GO per cent. These ficures and the others presented in 
Table V. seem to show conclusively that not only is the 
nerve-muscle irritability depressed on coolinc, but, for 
the ranGe of temperature bet~een 30° C. and 5° c., coolinG 
depressed reflex irritability. 
The second conclusion, that the reflex irritability 
is more markodl~ affected by chanses of temperature is in 
accord i'li th other differer1ces between tho reflex arc and 
the nerve-muscle preparation. All of tl~e d t · ... · e err.:lnat.~Ons, 
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with a sinc:::lo exception, in the eleven experiments cave 
evidence for this point. In tho experiment of Dec. 11, 
0 1915, for example, a fall of tenperature of 12 C. caused 
an increase in the reflex threshold of 130 per cent, ~1ile 
the nerve-ouscle threshold increased only about 32 per 
cent. In the expcriocnt of Jan. 17, 1916, a rise of teo-
perature of 25° C. caused a fall of the reflex threshold 
of 92 per cent, and tho nerve-muscle "f;.hreshold was lowered 
but 50 per cent. An examination of 'i'able V i7ill sh0~7 other 
ratios of similar oacnitude. 
'i'he figures in 'i'able VI give the chances in Z units 
0 for a change of 1 C., both for the reflex thresholds and 
the nerve-r:mscle thresholds in each experinent. The av-
erace chance per decree centicrade for the reflex thresh-
old is 1.005 Z. For tLe nerve-n:uscle threshold this 
value is 0.109. The avorace deviation fron the nean fer the 
reflex in 0. 31 or 31 per cent. For tl-.e nerve-muscle prep-
aration t~e avorace variation is 0.074 cr 68 per cent. 
rlhon tl:.o averace chan.::;e per det;ree for the reflex is 
cor::pared >71th that fer the nervo-r:mscle, the ra tic is 9 tc 
1. In other words, fer the ranee of te=perature in these 
experiments the reflex threshold is affected nine times 
r.:ore U:an the nerve-tluscle threshold by chanc:;es in ten:-
perature. 
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TABLE VI. 
Chance in Z Units per Dee;ree Change of Tenperature 
... z Units per 10 c . Chance 
Date Reflex Herve-I.luscle 
Dec. 11, 1915 0.400 0.010 
II 14, II 2.000 0.215 
Jan. 5' 1916 0.500 0.019 
II 17, II 0.920 0.060 
II 19, II 0.540 0.235 
II 19, II 0.780 0.290 
II 20, 11 1.700 0.065 
II 20, II 1.700 0.075 
II 25, II 0.540 0.011 
II 26, II 1.000 0.076 
Dec. 7, II 0.900 0.148 
11 7, II 1.000 0.099 
Average 1.005 0.109 
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Fisure 5. 
Experiment 12, Dec. ll, 1915. Beth Z units and B units 
determined fer the reflex and the nerve-muscle reapcnses 
at l8c c., 6° C., and 16° C. In this and the following 
fic:ures the ordinate represents l:lartin Units; the ab-
scissa is tioe. Z-R, B-R are thresholds for reflex in 
z units and B units, respectively .. z-n.u., B-IT.U. are 
thresholds for the nerve muscle responses in Z units 
and B units respectively. 
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Fieure 7. 
Experiment 19, Jan. 17, 1916. 0 Thresholds taken at 5 C., 
16° C., 16° C., and 30° C. Frog packed in ice 35 minutes 
previous to first determination. 
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Experiment 22, Jan. 20, 1916. Thresholds taken at 5° C., 
16° C~, 250 C., 5° C., and 30° C. Frog packed in ice 
f) minutes previous to the first determination. 
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Ficure 9. 
Experiment 31, Dec. 7, 1916. Thresholds tal~en at 
00 0 0 2 C., 6 c., and 20 C. 
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Fic;ure 10. 
Experiment 32, Dec. 7, 1916. Thresholds taken at 4° c., 
lao c., 7° C d 18° C 
. ' an . Frog packed in ice -rsminutes 
before experiment. 
DISCUSSIOIT 
Little is knovm of the relative irritability of af-
ferent and efferent fibres under various· conditions, nor 
is the phenorr.enon of conduction throuch the synapse i7ell 
understood. If the reflex arc is ~ere affected by changes 
of te"":pera ture than the efferent nerve fibre and r.mscle, 
as these experir.wnts indicate, the question arises, at 
~1at point in the reflex path does this creator effect 
talce place. One oust look to the afferent nerve, the 
synapse, or the nerve-cell body, since the ootor nerves 
and effector orcans are common to both preparations. 
There is no evidence that cold as a condition affects 
tl;.e irritability or conductivity of afferent fibres more 
than it does theoe phenomena in efferent fibres. Howell 
(42) states that motor fibres, however, are less easily 
otimulated by tllerJ::al applications than are sen::;cry fibres, 
and succests that thi::; would seem to indicate soce dif-
ference in structure or irritability between them. But 
until i7e have more direct experimental evidence that irri-
tability and conductivity in afferent fibres are more sus-
·ceptible to chances of temperature, it cannot be held that 
tte afferent fibres i70uld respond differently from the 
efferent fibres, either at low or hich teE:pera tures. 
To t11e nerve-cell body is usually attributed the func-
tion of nutrition. Bathe (43) pictures the nerve fibrils 
pasoinc; directly throuch the s~·napse and cell body from one 
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neurone to another. \lhether such phenc;:;::ena as 11 after-
discharc;e", creator susceptibility to lack of cxyc;en, 
etc., are due to the cell body, it is difficult to deter-
mine. Sherrington (44) rather favors the synapse as the 
point ~ost easily affected by modifyinG conditions. The 
nork of ether investigators all indicate more or less di-
rectly that tho characteristic features or refle:{ arc con-
duction are not referable to t~e nerve-cell bodies of the 
neurones. Eethe (45) in ncrkin.::; on :motor nerve-cells of 
Carcinus, and Steinach (4G) in his studies en the physi-
clccy of the nerve-cells of the dorsal-root can.::;lia, 
succest that the nerve-cell is little concerned nith con-
duction. Lancley (47) in shcwin: that nicotine has little 
effect VThen applied to the dcrsal root canclia, wl;.ere no 
synapses arc present, brinss evidence to support the view 
that tho synapse is the vital point in conduction throuch 
the reflex arc. It is probably the existence of the 
synapse wLich r..akos tl;.e refle}~ arc so narkedly susceptible 
to chance of tecpcrature. 
Ecrr is a creator variatiop of tl:renhcld for the reflex 
arc than fCJ' tl:e nerve-muscl c lJrep~ra ticn, when beth are 
subjected to tl:o sa~.:c r.:odifyinG conditions, to be recon-
ciled \71th the 11 All or ITothinc 11 princ iplc fer nerve? In 
considerinc this prcbl cr.1, .it must be re:::cmberod tho. t the 
threshold valucn obtained L1 the experinents reported here 
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are an index of the number of nerve fibres stimulated to 
give a oinimal response. A breal<:: shoclc of 2 Z, for example, 
stimulo.teo all nerve fibres with thresholds lower than 
this value, and if 2 Z is th~ threshold value for tho re-
oponse, enourh fibres must be· stimulated to e:;ive the 
sraallest discernable contraction. 
For simpliciity, let us suppose that the threshold of 
the nerve-muscle preparation N-:.1 (Ficure 11) is 1 Z, 
while that for the reflex arc R is 2 Z. If these two 
preparations are cooled the threshold of li-ll will be 
raised to 2 Z. If the 11 All or liothinG 11 principle holds 
true for nerve, as Adrian's worlc seens to indicate, we 
may m~plain this rise in threohold b~r assuminc that cer-
tain fibres are more susceptible to coolins than othero 
and lose their functions. But 2 Z will be strone; enouch 
to stimulate fibres of higher threshold that were not 
affected by 1 Z, and consequer~tly enouch functioninG 
fibres are brourht into activity at the h:i.r:her threshold 
to cive a cinimal response. As far as the fibreo thec-
selveo are concerned, we should expect that those of the 
reflex arc would be affected to the sa:r::.e decree by cool-
in[:, and a threshold of 2 Z would thus be raioed to 4 Z. 
Dut a stir.mlatinc; strencth of 4 Z will not ;.:-ive a re-
sponse. It is necessary to use a strencth nine ti:r::.es as 
c;reo.t as that for H-I.i: under the r~ew conditions, or 18 z. 
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Ficure 11. 
R, reflex arc with synapse, nerve-ce.ll, and muscle. 
H-!.I, nerve-muscle preparation. The (+)si.c;n indicates 
a threshold response, and the (-}sicn indicates fail-
ure of response at the stir.:ulatin,:; values indicated. 
It must be assumed that the synapses vary greatly, in them-
selves, in their DUScoptibilit~r to coolinc, co that althou3:h 
2 Z at an ordinary ter;;.perature stimulated enoush fib.res 
~ith functionin~ synapses to sive a minimal response, at a 
lew tewperature 18 Z must be used to stimulate encur.:h :fibres 
with synapses still functioning. There would be no neces-
sity for any other view than that each nerve fibre when 
stimulated by a shock sufficient to produce a local ex-
citatory disturbance at the point of stimulation great 
enough to dischar~e a propagated disturbance along the 
nerve fibre, responds \7i th its maximur.1 activity. for the 
condition. 
ID1ethor the actual propagated disturbance is ::m:aller 
at loi7 temperatures than at hich is not knci7Il. Boruttau 
(48) has su,~r;ested that this is the case. Assur.1ine; this 
to be true, on coolins, enou~h afferent fibres carrying 
weal{ened iF..pulses would have to converge on a sinr-le of-
~ -
ferent fibre to produce a discharce through this path. 
That is, thel~e would be need for a sort of sur:u::a tion cf 
stimuli thrcuc-h afferent fibres on a sincle efferent fibre. 
Eut rro know very little about tho means of transferrance 
of i:wpulses from one neurone to o.nother. The phenomenon 
of 11 after'-discharse" ::mc~ests that sor:e ::;crt of summation 
or reinfcrcer:wnt :way take place. And tl:e greater nur.1ber 
of afferent fibres than efferent fibres demands that more 
than one sensory fibre converce on a single motor neurone. 
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Adrian (4D) has shown that anaesthetics affect the con-
due tion of a nerve impulse b~· cau.::dns a prcgressi ve diminu-
tion in the intensity of the impulse until it finally ceases 
to exist. ;;n1ethcr cold acts in a sinilar nanner, it is not 
lmorm. If coolin£:; a nerve should cause a decrement in the 
size of tho impulse as it passes away free its point of 
crit:;in, this o.lone mirht account fer the creator threshold 
necessary for the reflex response, because of the creator 
dista~ce to the effector organs. A greater threshold stim-
ulus would be necesso.ry in order to affect a larce enour._rh 
r:;rcup of fibres in which a certain proportion failed to 
conduct ir.1.pulses to tho r:mscle, and in which enouc;h fibres 
conducted U1ci entire distance to produce a minimal response. 
The results presented above may be interpreted accord-
ins to the "All or nothins" principle by o.ssuminc that at 
low ter.:pcratures a ,sreatcr t!-:.reshold stirr.ulus is necessary 
in order to include a sufficient nunber of functioning 
synap~:~es, a certain nur::ber beinc entirel~- functionleos at 
these temperatures. Or if it ~:~hculd be that the nerve im-
pulse is much smaller at lo·,·; terr.peratures, a creator num-
ber of fibres oust be stimulated in order to conduct the 
weal~ened inpulses to a sr:J.allcr nun:bcr of motor ncuronos, 
alloi7inc sur:::::a ti en and reinforc er:-.er:t to occur. 
The above discussion susscsts two ir.:portant problems, 
tho solution of wi-.~.ich b:r r.:oans of the strinr; c-al vanometer 
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v1ould add crea tly to our lmowledr;e of conduction in the re-
flex arc. First, any difference in irritability and con-
ductivity between afferent and ootor neurones could be 
learned on nakinc pure efferent and afferent nerves by 
cutting the dorsal and ventral roots respectively, in an-
imals, and allowins tine for the fibres to degenerate. 
The second problen is that concerninc the exact effect of 
low tenpcratures on the intensity and conduction of the 
nerve i!:lpulse, i. e. to determine nhether cold acts by 
progressively weakenins the impulse fron its startinG 
point, or whether the impu.lse is conducted forward i7i thout 
a decrement in rate and intensity, only more slowly and 
less intense than at hi~hcr tenpcratures. This last prob-
lam sucf::ests hey; little is lmc·.m of fori7ard conduction in 
nerve at ncrr.:al ter.:peratures. Physiolc.r;ists are divided en 
this point. One group believes that a nerve impulse is 
conducted with no loss in rate or enercy, scno;1hat analo-
cous to the passace of fire alone a fuse. The ether croup 
holds that there is norr:.ally a decre:went in rate and in-
tenoity of the wave of necativity as it passes alent:; a 
nerve. Herves of sufficient lcnc;th have never been uoed 
in attacking this problem. Possibly the sciatic of a horne 
or the vasus of a ciraffe, rerr.oved very seen after the 
death of t1:e animal and l:ept under the proper c.cndi tiona, 
would cive a creat enouch lencth or nerve to shew an appre-
ciable dir.~inuticn in speed of the iopulse, ohould this occur. 
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SUI.Il.IATIY 
1. The effects of changes of ter:.perature on reflex arc 
and nerve-:ouscle preparation in the sar::e anioal are ceo-
pared in spinal frees. ChanGes of te:operature were ob-
tained, ranc;inr, fro:o 4° C. to 30° C., by immersinc; the 
anioal suspended by its jaws in normal saline or Ringer 
solutions at various ter:1peratures. 7he Lucas' fluid 
electrodes v1ere applied directly to the nerve-trunks. 
.., 
..... Coolin: depresses reflex irritability and nerve-
ouscle irritability, as indicated by a rise of the 
threshold strencth of otir.mlus. ~.7arminr: increases the 
irritability of beth, as ohovm b:l a lowering of the 
threshold stren.c;th of otitmluo. 
3. Chances of temperature affect the reflex arc more than 
the nerve-muscle preparation. The a.verac;c chance per 
decree fer the reflex is 1. 01 Z units; ar:d for the nerve-
muscle, 0.11 Z units. The ratio io about 9 to 1. 
4. The creator effect of coolins on the reflex arc is 
in accord with other difforc~:ces between conduction in 
the reflex arc,and conduction w~cre no synapse is in-
volved, and tho results presented here suc::-:est that the 
place of incidence of this creator effect is at the synapse. 
5. The concluoiom; reached arc reconciled \7i th the "All 
or !Jothinr; 11 principle for nerve. 
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